Walk-ins Coolers and Freezers
Coolers and freezers are often one of the most important pieces of equipment in any
commercial foodservice operation, and they are located in the heart of every kitchen.
Freezer and cooler floors must support tough daily usage, cleaning, and temperature
fluctuations. Often floors in coolers and freezers fail due to corrosion associated with
moisture and lack of air movement inside the box.
When flooring panels fail inside freezers and cooler box, it becomes a breeding ground
for bacteria and mold, therefore raising a risk of serious food contamination.
Bad flooring in walk-in boxes is the number one reason for health inspection violations.
When a violation happens due to a corroded walk-in floor, there are not many viable
options for the restaurant to exercise.
Some of the options are: Complete box replacement, which can be costly and cause
downtime for the restaurant or foodservice facility; Another flooring option is to have
new paneling installed over existing walk-in floor such as diamond plating.
Diamond plating replacement floors in walk-in boxes by far is not the best solution as
seams cannot be sealed, and therefore the mold and bacteria will continue to
accumulate.
Epoxy floors is not a viable solution as a walk-in box flooring option. Due to extreme
cold temperature, and constantly shifting walk-in box flooring panels, epoxy will crack
and begin to accumulate bacteria within those cracks. Not to mention the nasty smells
and odors inside your walk-in boxes which are caused by mold are almost impossible to
get rid of.
Eco-Tek Floors offers the best available flooring solution on the market when it comes
to repair of walk-in cooler and freezer box floors. Our floors can be installed over
existing aluminum panels requiring minimal preparation. Our floor is ideal for walk-in
coolers and freezers as it will not shrink or crack. Eco-Tek Floors are waterproof, nonporous, chemical-resistant and resistant to mold, mildew, bacteria, and odors.
The best part is that by using Eco-Tek services as your walk-in cooler or walk-in freezer
floor replacement option, you will save thousands by avoiding significant replacement
costs, expensive fines, and downtime.
Food safety inspectors love our products!
Walk-in floor replacement work can often be completed in one day.
Call us now to find out how we can arrange a free assessment and evaluation to have
your walk-in box flooring replaced.

http://ecotekny.com
516.837.3294

